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Minutes of the Leith Harbour and Newhaven Community Council meeting, held at
Leith Community Centre on Tuesday 28 February 2017 at 7.00pm
Actions and decisions are RED ITALIC UNDERLINED SMALLCAPS. Nem con means that no-one spoke or voted against an item.

1

Attendance and apologies

1.1

Attendance
Stewart Auld
Colin Brown
Elaine Dick
James F Duff
Rob Levick
Blyth A McLucas
Allan Mackie
Jennifer Marlborough
Douglas Tharby

1.2

2

LHNCC
LHNCC
LHNCC
LHNCC
LHNCC vice-chair
LHNCC
LHNCC secretary
LHNCC
LHNCC

Apologies for absence
Bonita Preacher LHNCC treasurer
Deidre Brock MP Edinburgh North & Leith

Robert Weir
Arthur Young
Bruce Ryan
PC Mairi McDonald
Cllr Chas Booth
Cllr Gordon Munro
Don Giles
Gillian Meek

LHNCC chair
LHNCC
Minutes secretary
Police Scotland
Leith ward (Green)
Leith ward (Labour)
Friends of the Water of Leith Basin
Victoria Primary school parent council

Ben Macpherson MSP

Edinburgh Northern and Leith

Minutes of previous meeting
These were approved nem con subject to correction of a minor typo in section 3·2. (‘work’, not ‘worth’)

3

Matters Arising
It was noted that Friends of the Water of Leith Basin is now an accredited local-interest group and so its
representative (Don Giles) is a voting member of LHNCC.
The chair, noting a recent plethora of emails connected with CEC’s proposals for a new school in the Western
Harbour area, and that these were copied to inappropriate non-LHNCC members, wished for discussion of
communications issues (item 6 below) to be between only LHNCC members. AGREED NEM CON.

3.1

Waterfront plaza (WP)
J Marlborough reported that
• WP did not go before CEC development management subcommittee in February, nor was there a site visit.
• She has received an email from the architect:
We have had a number of meetings with the CEC planning department regarding the proposals and are
making good progress. The design issues have been discussed with their urban design officer and the
principle planner and in our view a number of improvements incorporated. These can be summarised as
follows:
1. The site has been updated to include more open space.
2. This includes improved buffer between new development and Scottish Government site
3. Increased deck sizes
4. Less roads / hard stand
5. More play areas
6. Improved landscaping / more green space between affordable apartments in southern part of the site
7. Improved landscape buffer between affordable apartments and existing apartments along southern
boundary
The new landscaping along the southern boundary will form a green barrier along this edge with access
restricted to both corners and is as per some of the comments raised at the community meeting. The
planners are supportive of this design although they had originally suggested a full building frontage along
the lane outside your building similar to the proposals for opposite Ocean Terminal on Ocean Drive. We
resisted this on your behalf as this would obstruct the views through the proposed buildings onto what is
now proposed as open space. We have however updated the elevations to be more in keeping with the rest
of the development.
The proposals are now well progressed and we hope to achieve a determination at committee in April.
Illustrations are on LHNCCC’s website. ACTION: B RYAN TO PUT THIS INFORMATION ON LHNCC WEBSITE
JM noted that the majority of the block in these illustrations has 6 storeys, despite the original design
having 5 storeys all through. JM also noted that nothing had been stated about a ‘contribution’, nor was
there any response to LHNCC’s concerns about affordable housing not being well-integrated.
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It was noted that WP would probably be considered by CEC’s development management subcommittee
meeting on 19 April. (Members of the public can attend or watch these meetings via webcast but have no
right of audience.) Cllr Booth noted that such matters may then go to hearings, if the matter is particularly
controversial or there have been many objections. (Members of the public can speak at hearings.)
3.2

Speeding on Ocean Drive
Cllr Booth reported that he had raised this matter with CEC’s road safety officers and with Inspector Carson –
he responded that Police Scotland (PS) are working on this issue. B Preacher had emailed PS
I regret to say that the situation has not improved in any way. It seems to happen every evening now from
11.15 pm approximately onwards. There are various concerns I would like to raise on behalf of the people
present at the meeting:
o the actual racing in Ocean Drive between as many as 6 cars which is happening on a regular basis
o the racing around the Ocean Terminal Car Park that results in so much noise for the residents facing on to
this area that they say it sounds like thunder
o the problem of having to insist on receiving an incident number when contacting 101 as per your
instructions
o the even more disturbing problem of reaction of a Leith police officer returning a call and more or less saying
that the resident is lying about the problem: asking for corroboration: asking for car numbers when it is
dark: making the individual feel that she is sitting at the window waiting for the boys to drive by - all this at
1.15 am.
I note that you have to spoken to these drivers and they give the impression that they are listening and
appreciate the problem they are causing for locals. It is the opinion of those disturbed by this nightly ritual that
this is not the case and they return to their previous behaviour as soon as the police leave.
A Mackie noted that his residents’ association has asked members to phone PS when they see such issues, and
noted that previously LHNCC had asked for speeding cameras to be used in this area. It was noted that at
LHNCC’s January meeting, PS had actively encouraged phoning in speeding incidents. Cllr Munro suggested that
LHNCC and residents’ associations request use of mobile speeding camera in this area.
E Dick reported that motorcyclists had been using the cycle-path near Fort Street.

3.3

Proposed school in Western Harbour area
It was noted that a recent public meeting had not come to any particular view on the main proposal (although
there were some concerns over details, e.g. pupils needing to cross busy roads to reach the school – there are
no current plans to alter road layouts), and that the current headmistress was not opposed to the current
plans, and that there are no current plans to alter
B McLucas reported that
• the public meeting was informed that the school will be opposite David Lloyd gym (north of Windrush
Drive) on a 1·2 ha site (twice the size of the current Victoria Primary School)
• that attendees were concerned over lack of notification about the consultation
• that this site was in the 1001 masterplan
• that attendees also questioned changes to catchment areas, affects on other schools, and pupil numbers
• that attendees were concerned that by the time the school is ready, pupil numbers will have increased such
that the school is too small
• there were concerns over how the current Victoria Primary School buildings will be used. (Suggestions
included a community hub, but this may be financially unfeasible – the buildings are class B listed.) G Meek
noted that Victoria Primary School parents were concerned that this school would not continue as-is. Cllr
Munro suggested that there were several options for community use of the VPS buildings.
ACTION: G MEEK TO REPORT RESULTS OF A RELEVANT SURVEY.
Cllr Munro suggested there are unaddressed issues around pupils travelling to the site.
The chair was concerned that LHNCC should be able to comment on design proposals. Cllr Munro noted that
the current presentation closes on 17 March, then the matter will go to Education Scotland, then final sign-off
by CEC would occur in June, after which CEC would seek Scottish Government funding for building the school.
During this process, there would be public consultation before the matter goes to planning. ACTION: CHAIR TO
OBTAIN TIMELINE FROM CRAWFORD MCGHEE
Concerning publicising this matter, the Secretary stated that this should be CEC’s responsibility (not LHNCC’s).
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4

Reports

4.1

Police
PC McDonald reported February crime statistics
• 10 housebreaking incidents
• 45 assaults (3 of these were serious assaults)
• 9 thefts of motor vehicles (MVs), 8 thefts from insecure MVs, 3 attempted thefts of MVs
• 2 racial incidents reported
• 2 Antisocial Behaviour Orders issued this weekend in Ocean Drive. (It was noted that PS officers will soon be
trained to use mobile ‘radar guns’.)
• 2 road safety issues (1 driving without license, 1 driving without insurance)
Also, a male charged with a racial incident in January had pleaded guilty.
PC McDonald had no comment on an apparent slight increase in crime numbers.
Concerning drug issues reported in LHNCC’s January meeting (and previous meetings ad nauseam), PC
McDonald responded that the housing team reported quite a low number of calls. It was suggested that a low
number of calls does not necessarily mean a small problem: residents may not believe that PS responds to
calls. PC McDonald suggested that calls could be made via Crimestoppers (0800 555 111). Cllr Booth reported
that drug paraphernalia are not constantly present in the area being discussed. Cllr Munro noted that
concierges are aware of the issue.
Concerning written reports of crime statistics, PC McDonald will check with Insp. Carson. ACTION. SECRETARY TO
EMAIL INSP. CARSON.
Concerning issues around an incident of cycling on pavements (as reported in LHNCC’s January meeting), it was
reported that it may take a long time for PS to obtain relevant CCTV footage. LHNCC remains concerned that
CCTV footage is difficult to obtain, especially for this incident.

4.2

Treasurer
LHNCC’s current balance: £1323·83.

4.3

Planning

4.3.1 Hotel at Ocean Terminal
D Giles noted that CEC is ‘minded to grant’ planning permission in principle for this hotel. He suggested that the
height of this hotel (currently planned at 55m – previous designs had 100m) might support Waterfront Plaza
blocks being 6 storeys high. It was noted that LHNCC will be able to comment when the developers apply for
detailed planning permission. ACTIONS: J MARLBOROUGH TO SUPPLY MATERIALS, B RYAN TO PUT THESE ON LHNCC WEBSITE
4.3.2 Victoria Dock
A Young noted that Taylor Wimpey is trying to sell land near the Scottish Government (Victoria Quay). Cllr
Munro noted that a planning application had been granted some years ago. Cllr Booth noted that when
detailed planning permission is granted, work is expected to start within 3 years. ACTION: CLLR MUNRO TO PURSUE
FURTHER INFORMATION ON THIS SITE.
4.3.3 Other planning items
• An application for construction of 57 flats at 2 Ocean Drive was refused due to air pollution issues. It was
noted that this application was on the edge of an air-quality management area, and that the decision was
influenced by conservation area issues. It was suggested that this signified a change of attitude by CC.
• Aldi’s application is still at appeal stage.
4.4

Secretary
• There is a Scottish CCs Twitter Hour on Tuesday 7 March (8-9) about engaging the wider community.
ACTION: SECRETARY TO RECIRCULATE THIS INFORMATION.
• Meeting about SG Planning Consultation on 14 March at a ‘central location’. J Marlborough noted that a
public drop-in sessions on 2 March (2pm- 4:30pm) at Gyle Shopping Centre and 28 February at Edinburgh
City Chambers. ACTION: SECRETARY TO FORWARD DETAILS WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE
• There is a new team at CERC dealing with CCs.

5

AOCB

5.1

Hustings for Leith ward (ward 13)
Leith Links CC has organised this to take place at 18:30 on Wednesday 19 April at Leith Community Centre.
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Raising awareness of LHNCC
It was asked where LHNCC could place posters advertising itself. The chair suggested advertising LHNCC in
places outwith LHNCC area but where LHNCC residents will see them. It was also suggested that LHNCC could
advertise itself via The Leither, Forth Advertiser and Leith Lives.
ACTIONS:
• LHNCC MEMBERS TO ADVISE B RYAN OF SUITABLE PLACES. B RYAN TO COLLATE THESE, THEN FORWARD INFORMATION TO E DICK
(WHO WILL GET POSTERS PRINTED)
• B RYAN TO DISTRIBUTE LINK TO ONLINE MAP OF EDINBURGH CC AREAS
• ALL LHNCC MEMBERS TO DISTRIBUTE POSTERS ONCE THEY ARE PRINTED
It was suggested that LHNCC begins to use Facebook. It was noted that there is an existent LHNCC Facebook
page but that current LHNCC members do not have credentials enabling them to post to this page. LHNCC does
have a Twitter feed that it controls (https://twitter.com/LeithHNCC). LHNCC’s website automatically tweets
links to new posts via that feed. It was suggested that LHNCC has at least two admins for each of its digital
assets, in case the current single admin (B Ryan) suddenly becomes unavailable.

5.3

Other items
• It was noted that the Neighbourhood Partnership meeting on 8 March at Drummond School would focus on
community engagement.
• It was also noted that LHNCC has an opportunity to influence licensing policy after the CEC elections: there
will be consultation by the new licensing board on its policy..

6

Communications between community councillors
• It was noted that email had recently been used inappropriately, and that some emails had been
unfortunately toned, and that there had been lack of co-ordination.
• B McLucas encouraged all LHNCC members to complete her questionnaire about their skills and interests.
• She suggested that this could be used to develop small teams of LHNCC members, hence avoiding the replyall stramash that had recently occurred, and enabling LHNCC be more active. If these teams circulated
reports soon before the meeting, discussions could be more focussed.
• It was suggested that a question about personal networks was added to the questionnaire.
• It was suggested that LHNCC could use Slack for intra-CC communications.
• ACTION: SECRETARY TO CIRCULATE LHNCC MEMBERS ONLY EMAIL STRING. (This was superseded by B Ryan setting up a
google group for LHNCC members, thus avoiding needing apps on smartphones.)

7

Date of next Meeting
28 March 2018

8

Appendix: architectural drawings for Waterfront Plaza
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